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"Fun to read for players of any age or any strength" - Lubosh Kavalek, Washington PostThis is a
chess book for everyone, from eight to eighty, beginner to master. In a clear, easy-to-follow

format it explains how the best way to beat a stronger opponent (be it a friend, clubmate - or

Dad!) is by cleverly forcing checkmate. Delightful and instructive positions from real games are
used to show the 50 Deadly Checkmates that chess masters use to win their games.For the

beginner, simply learning the checkmating ideas and enjoying the examples will help develop
the tactical skills needed to carry out attacks, combinations and sacrifices.For the advanced

player, many of these checkmating ideas will come as a revelation, having never been
categorized before. Experts agree that pattern-recognition is vital to success in chess, and this

book provides a wealth of valuable patterns.How to Beat Your Dad at Chess makes improving

easy and fun, and is full of helpful explanations and practical advice on how to approach chess
games with confidence - and success."Among several good guides to tactical play, my favourite
is grandmaster Murray Chandler's How to Beat Your Dad at Chess" - Leonard Barden, London
Evening StandardGrandmaster Murray Chandler finished second in the World Cadet

Championship in 1976, ahead of Garry Kasparov, whom he defeated in their individual game.

He remains to this day one of the few players in the world with a 100% score against
Kasparov.He was a key member of the England team that won the silver medals in Chess
Olympiads three times during the 1980s, and went on to captain the team in 1994. He is a

former proprietor and Editor-in-Chief of the British Chess Magazine and the author of several
bestselling chess books."A perfect introduction to tactics for the beginner and developing

student" - IM John Watson, TWIC"Don't let the title fool you; this is a book that almost anyone

below the Expert level would benefit greatly from. Chandler has a very clear idea of his audience
and I think that almost anybody who studied this book closely would improve his or her tactical

vision. I found the book to be extremely well written and a useful addition to my collection. It also

would be very beneficial in the instruction of young players, as the examples given in the test

positions would probably keep most youngsters engaged for a couple of hours at least" - Bill
Whited, Chessville.com
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KindleIntroductionThis book is for every chess-player who regularly faces – and loses – to
opponents stronger than themselves. This could be at work, down the chess club, at school, in

tournaments, or, as for many youngsters, at home, playing Dad. In fact for ‘Dad’ read anyone

who constantly outplays you, grinds you down, takes your pieces and checkmates you.Each of
the ‘50 Deadly Checkmates’1 catalogued here explains a specific theme used to attack the

opponent’s king. These themes are recurring, and crop up again and again in chess games –
virtually regardless of the level of the players, or the precise placement of the pieces. Top chess-

players are very skilled at recognizing these basic patterns. By learning the key elements it
becomes much easier and quicker to find winning combinations.One qualifying criterion for the

50 Deadly Checkmates was that each theme should arise at least fairly frequently in actual
practice. Some of the themes occur all the time. Whatever your level of play, there will be many
opportunities to employ these attacking concepts.So, if you really want revenge over Dad – here

it is!Murray ChandlerAlgebraic NotationThe chess notation used in this book is the simple,

algebraic notation in use throughout the world. It can be learnt by anyone in just a few
minutes.As you can see from the chessboard above, the files are labelled a-h (going from left to
right) and the ranks are labelled 1-8. This gives each square its own unique reference point. The

pieces are described as follows:Knight=NBishop=BRook=RQueen=QKing=KPawns are not
given a symbol. When they move, simply the destination square is given.The following additional

symbols are also used:Check=+Double Check=++Capture=xCastles kingside=0-0Castles
queenside=0-0-0Good move=!Bad move=?In the diagram above, White is about to play the

move 1 e4. The 1 indicates the move number, and e4 the destination square of the white

pawn.In this diagram, White’s 1 e4 move is complete. Black is about to reply 1...Nf6 (moving his

knight to the f6-square on his first move).How Chess Masters ThinkIf you were to visit a chess
tournament and watch a grandmaster in action, you would be able to observe a surprising range

of emotions. Sometimes, in apparently simple positions, the grandmaster might lapse into
lengthy periods of concentration, where ten minutes or more might be spent on a move. At other

times the moves will come very quickly, even in complicated positions. You might even be
shocked if the grandmaster suddenly wins the game with a lengthy and brilliant mating sacrifice
– after thinking for just a few seconds. Clearly the analytical process is not always directly related

to how complicated the position is on the surface.The reason for this is pattern recognition. If the

grandmaster can recall similar positions encountered in the past, the same themes and
concepts might be applicable to the game in hand. This makes it much easier and quicker to

analyse a position. It especially applies to the most basic attacking formations around the enemy
king. Once a known motif is spotted, the moves of the potential combination are analysed to
check that it does indeed work in the particular position on the board.It is clear then that chess

analysis is a mixture of calculation of individual moves and pattern recognition.Effectively all

chess-players think in this way (consciously or otherwise!). However, the ratio between these
two methods of thought is different for players of varying strengths. Although no scientific tests
have been done, inexperienced players use perhaps 95% calculation and 5% pattern

recognition. For master-strength players the figure is more like 40% calculation and 60% pattern
recognition. Logically, therefore, learning to recognize more key patterns could help dramatically

improve your chess strength.In this book we will shortly cover the 50 most deadly checkmating
patterns, all of which involve direct attacks on the enemy king. But first of all, a little illustration of
how we recognize and remember chess ‘patterns’ (see next page).1) White movesIn this simple
position White plays 1 Re8 checkmate, as indicated by the arrow. If you tried, could you
remember this position tomorrow? Quite likely. Even if you could not recall exactly where each

white pawn was, you would almost certainly remember the essence of the combination – White

giving a checkmate on the back rank with his rook.2) White movesThis position is very artificial
and would never occur in a real game. Although it contains the same quantity of pieces and
pawns as the previous diagram, it is hard for a chess-player to memorize this illogical position.
Unlike diagram 1, there are no familiar patterns to assist, and each piece must be remembered

individually.If asked, some strong chess-players would be able to recall the logical position
number 1 perfectly, weeks or even months after being shown it. However, the bizarre nature of

position number 2 would make the same task very difficult, and even a master might struggle to
recollect it a day later. Over the years a number of psychological experiments have been
conducted, using players of varying abilities, which have reaffirmed this point. The results have
proved strong chess-players are not very much better than ordinary players at recalling totally

random positions. However, where it comes to reconstructing positions from actual games, the
strong chess-players are sensational. Their ability to remember patterns – familiar formations or

clusters of pieces and pawns – is exceptionally highly developed.Anatomy of a CombinationA

big advantage of knowing the most common middlegame mating themes is that it makes the

calculation of the variations so much easier. The combination below was found in a rapidplay

game by a strong club player. It is very long, and can be seen illustrated with more diagrams in
Deadly Checkmate 8.3) Black movesThe win goes 1...Ng3+ 2 hxg3 hxg3+ 3 Kg1 Rh1+ 4 Kxh1
Rh8+ 5 Kg1 Rh1+ 6 Kxh1 Qh8+ 7 Kg1 Qh2+ 8 Kf1 Qh1 checkmate.An eight-move combination,

sacrificing a knight and two rooks to force mate. Fantastic! Yet when shown the position, the
famous Grandmaster John Nunn found the combination in just two seconds. Interestingly the PC

Program Fritz 5, running on a Pentium, took several minutes to find the forced win. It is
remarkable that a human brain is able to solve a purely tactical position faster than a powerful

computer. The reason lies in the thought-processes that the experienced human players are

using. First some very similar attacking patterns are recalled, which substantially reduces the
amount of calculation needed.In the above example, because the combination is so long, the

human player may be mentally combining several basic themes recalled from past experience.

In this case we can guess fairly accurately at four constituent parts of the combination (starting

on the next page):ANATOMY OF A COMBINATIONMating with the Queen on h2/h14) Black
movesStripped of irrelevant pieces, diagram 4 shows the key position reached after White’s sixth

move in the combination. 1...Qh2+ 2 Kf1 Qh1 is mate.ANATOMY OF A COMBINATIONThe
Rook Decoy Sacrifice5) Black movesThis attacking pattern is also familiar. In diagram 5, the

decoy sacrifice 1...Rh1+ 2 Kxh1 Qh8+ enables Black to bring his queen into the attack with gain

of tempo.ANATOMY OF A COMBINATIONThe Taimanov Knight Check6) Black movesIn
diagram 6, 1...Ng3+ 2 hxg3 hxg3+ is a common theme for forcing open the h-file to get at

White’s king.ANATOMY OF A COMBINATIONThe Knight Fork7) Black moves1...Ng3+ forks the
white king and queen. This basic tactic is relevant to the combination of diagram 3, as it forces

White to capture Black’s knight.As you can see, diagrams 4-7 contain the ‘building blocks’ that

led to the combination in diagram 3. The strong club player showed praiseworthy ability in

recalling these themes, and correctly deciding (by exact calculation) whether the combination
was possible in this unique position. Grandmaster Nunn, with his vast experience, took a mental

short-cut. As well as recognizing Damiano’s Mate (from Checkmate 8), he recalled the whole
exact pattern from games he had encountered in the past.Remembering the Basic Attacking

Patterns is EasyLearning the basic theme behind each of the 50 Deadly Checkmates will

improve your game both quickly and permanently:a) Almost any kingside attack you play will
involve elements of one of the Deadly Checkmates. While you will still have to use all of your
skills and abilities to calculate combinations, it will be much easier to find them.b) Themes and
patterns are much easier to remember than opening traps or opening moves. Once imprinted on

the memory, they tend to stay with you for life.c) You will enjoy your chess games much more.

Instead of groping in the dark for a plan, manoeuvre your pieces towards Dad’s king – and attack!

What do I do if Dad won’t castle?The majority of the 50 themes in this book deal with attacks
against a king that has castled on the kingside. This is because the kingside is by far the most

common place for the defending king to end up. Not only is the king safest in the corner, but

castling is very important to complete the development of the pieces.If your opponent refuses to
castle early, but you can’t see a strong continuation to exploit his king position in the centre,

don’t worry. Just develop your pieces on active squares, and centralize your rooks, and you will

soon very likely have a big advantage in position.When Black is White and vice versa...Every
position in this book (excluding a handful of basic examples) is based on an actual game. This

gives a sense of drama and realism, compared to ‘pure’ positions especially composed to
illustrate a theme. In real life, pieces and pawns often lurk in inconvenient places, and you have

to learn to take them into account with each combination.In the same spirit, many positions
feature Black to move (in some chess books all of the examples are exclusively with White to

play). However, for practical purposes, the text introducing each Deadly Checkmate always

refers to the position from White’s point of view. If a white rook sacrifice on g7 is advocated, it
automatically follows that if Black is the aggressor he could make the same rook sacrifice on the

g2-square.Finally, a small number of the basic positions show just part of a chessboard or are
missing a white or black king (where the piece is irrelevant to the theme). Obviously this is for
illustrative purposes only. It will not occur in a real game, unless for some strange reason Dad

breaks your chessboard in half and hides the pieces.DEADLY CHECKMATE 1Anastasia’s
MateYour secret weapon: a knight on e7Even strong players can fall for this one! The name

Anastasia’s Mate is derived from a novel, Anastasia und das Schachspiel by Wilhelm Heinse,

published in 1903, which has an example in the book.The key components of this neat little trap

are:a) a white knight on the e7-square;b) a black pawn on g7; andc) a black king on the h8square.This formation has a particular hidden danger for the defender. The white knight on e7

takes away two key potential flight squares from the black king – the g8-square and the g6-

square. Therefore if White can somehow arrange to check on the h-file with a queen or rook, and
Black has no piece to interpose, the result is mate. This justifies White sacrificing heavily (for

example, on the h7-square) to force open the h-file.ANASTASIA’S MATEDEADLY CHECKMATE
1Typical Pattern for Anastasia’s Mate8a) White movesThe white rook is poised to transfer to the

h-file, which White forces open with the queen sacrifice 1 Qxh7+. Black must capture with

1...Kxh7 (8b).DEADLY CHECKMATE 1Typical Pattern for Anastasia’s Mate8b) White movesThe
rook swings across to h5 giving checkmate. The black king has no escape, as the white knight

on e7 controls the flight squares g8 and g6.DEADLY CHECKMATE 1Anastasia’s Mate9) Black
movesThe white position looks solid, but appearances prove deceptive, as Black can

checkmate in just three moves: 1...Ne2+ 2 Kh1 Qxh2+! 3 Kxh2 Rh4.DEADLY CHECKMATE
1Anastasia’s Mate10) White moves1 Rxh7+! and now 1...Nxh7 2 Qc8+ Nf8 3 Qxf8+ Kh7 4 Qg8

is mate. That leaves 1...Kxh7, when White can choose between 2 Qh5, 2 Qh4 and 2 Qh3 – all

mate!DEADLY CHECKMATE 1Anastasia’s Mate11a) Black movesAs mate is the final result,
spectacular sacrifices to open the h-file are possible. First Black sacrifices the queen with

1...Ne2+ 2 Kh1 Qxg4! 3 hxg4 (11b).DEADLY CHECKMATE 1Anastasia’s Mate11b) Black

movesHow does Black check on the h-file with White’s pawn on g4 in the way? The solution is a
stunning rook sacrifice: 3...Rh5+! 4 gxh5 Rh4 checkmate.DEADLY CHECKMATE 2The Missing

Defensive f-PawnAn absent f-pawn makes the diagonal longerThe black f7-pawn is important for

defence. If it has been moved, lost or exchanged, the castled king is often more vulnerable.This
is particularly the case when White has a bishop placed on the a2-g8 diagonal (usually on the
c4- or b3-square). Black’s king is usually on the h8-square, shielded from attack by its own

pawns on g7 and h7. The problem is that the black king has very few escape squares, as the

white bishop controls the g8-square.If White can administer a check with queen or rook on the hfile, the black king is almost invariably in major trouble. White’s goal is therefore to open the h-file

in any way possible, which usually means a sacrifice.DEADLY CHECKMATE 2Typical Pattern
with the Missing f7-Pawn12a) White movesThe black king is currently shielded by the h7-pawn.

White sacrifices his knight with 1 Nxh7 Kxh7 (12b), opening the h-file.DEADLY CHECKMATE
2Typical Pattern with the Missing f7-Pawn12b) White movesThere follows 2 Qh5 checkmate.
Note how the white bishop on c4 prevents the black king from escaping (via g8) because there

is no black pawn on f7.DEADLY CHECKMATE 2The Missing Defensive f-Pawn13) Black
movesHere the h-file is already open, and the black rook is itching to exploit this. After 1...Rxh2+

2 Kxh2 Qh8+ White is mated following 3 Kg3 Qh4.DEADLY CHECKMATE 2The Missing
Defensive f-Pawn14) White movesAfter 1 Nxh7 Kxh7 2 Qh3+ Kg6 White has to close in with the
queen: 3 Qg3+ Kh7 (3...Kf6 4 Qg5 is mate) 4 Qh4+ Kg6 5 Qg5+ Kh7 6 Qh5 mate.DEADLY

CHECKMATE 2The Missing Defensive f-Pawn15a) White movesBefore sacrificing the queen, it
must be established that the black king cannot escape to safety via the g6-square. White plays 1

Qxh7+ Kxh7 2 Rh5+ (15b).DEADLY CHECKMATE 2The Missing Defensive f-Pawn15b) Black
movesThe king can escape – but only temporarily. After 2...Kg6 comes the pretty finish 3 Bf7

checkmate.DEADLY CHECKMATE 3The Arabian MateRook & knight have got real biteIn the
late middlegame and endgame, rooks come into their own. Rooks are at their most effective on

open files and ranks, which is usually in the later stages of the game (by which time various
pieces and pawns have been exchanged off). If a rook is able to penetrate to the opposing

seventh or eighth rank, it often puts the opponent under pressure. Add in a white knight on the f6-

square, and a very common kind of mating-net emerges.This mate delivered with rook and
knight is considered the earliest on record, according to Renaud and Kahn in The Art of

Checkmate. This is because reforms were made to the powers of most of the other chess pieces

in the fifteenth century. Only the rook, knight and king have always moved in the same way as

they do today.DEADLY CHECKMATE 3Basic Pattern for the Arabian Mate16) White movesWith
the rook on the seventh rank, White mates with 1 Rh7. The superbly-placed knight on f6 protects

the rook and takes away g8 as a flight square.DEADLY CHECKMATE 3Basic Pattern for the
Arabian Mate17) White movesWith the rook on the eighth rank, White mates with 1 Rg8. White’s
knight is protected from capture by the pawn on g5, which also covers the h6-square.DEADLY

CHECKMATE 3The Arabian Mate18) White movesAlthough Black has some unpleasant threats,

White can force mate with checks: 1 Qxf8+ Kxf8 2 Re8+ Kg7 3 Rg8 mate.DEADLY
CHECKMATE 3The Arabian Mate19) Black moves1...Qxa1! eliminates the defender of the back

rank. After 2 Nxa1 Rd1 White loses due to the threat of 3...Rg1 mate (as 3 Qe8+ Kg7 changes

nothing).DEADLY CHECKMATE 3The Arabian Mate20a) White movesThe subtle 1 Rc1! poses
Black a problem (since 1...Be2 2 Rc8+ Ke7 3 Re8+ skewers king and bishop). After the best

defence, 1...Ba6, comes 2 Re1 (20b).DEADLY CHECKMATE 3The Arabian Mate20b) Black
movesThe endgame mating-net has been delicately woven by White. Black has no viable

defence to the threat of 3 Re8+ Kg7 4 Rg8 checkmate.DEADLY CHECKMATE 4Philidor’s
LegacyA smothered mate your Dad will hateThis striking classic has captivated generations.
The best-known version is named after François-André Philidor, a famous French player from

the eighteenth century.A smothered mate occurs when the defender’s own pieces hem in his
king completely – so that a check from an enemy knight delivers mate. Philidor’s classic version

(actually first published by Lucena in 1497) involves a beautiful queen sacrifice and then

checkmate with the knight. It is perhaps the most famous middlegame theme in chess.

Unfortunately, this may mean that many opponents will know and avoid it. Even so, the theme
will often influence the course of a game, even if it does not actually occur on the board.DEADLY
CHECKMATE 4Basic Pattern for Philidor’s Legacy21a) Black movesThe white queen has just
moved to d5, giving check. After 1...Kh8 (1...Kf8 2 Qf7 is checkmate) White continues 2 Nf7+

Kg8 3 Nh6++ (21b).DEADLY CHECKMATE 4Basic Pattern for Philidor’s Legacy21b) Black
movesAs Black is in double check (from the white queen and the white knight) the king must

return with 3...Kh8 (21c) (as 3...Kf8 would again allow 4 Qf7 mate).DEADLY CHECKMATE
4Basic Pattern for Philidor’s Legacy21c) White movesNow comes the sparkling queen sacrifice,

as given in virtually all training manuals: 4 Qg8+ Rxg8 (21d).DEADLY CHECKMATE 4Basic
Pattern for Philidor’s Legacy21d) White movesBlack’s rook has been forced to block in his own

king. The white knight triumphantly returns with 5 Nf7 checkmate.DEADLY CHECKMATE
4Philidor’s Legacy22) White movesThe attack on the queen by Black’s knight is irrelevant
because White’s first move gives double check. 1 Nh6++ Kh8 2 Qg8+ Rxg8 3 Nf7

checkmate.DEADLY CHECKMATE 4Philidor’s Legacy23) Black movesIt looks like Black is in
trouble, but a stunning decoy sacrifice unpins the black knight and turns the tables. 1...Qg1+ 2

Rxg1 Nf2 mate.DEADLY CHECKMATE 4Philidor’s Legacy24) White movesIf Black can keep the
f7-square covered, a draw by perpetual check is likely with 1 Nh6++ Kh8 2 Nf7+, etc. Here 2

Qg8+?? is a blunder due to 2...Nxg8! 3 Nf7+ Rxf7.DEADLY CHECKMATE 4Philidor’s Legacy25)
White movesOnly the black bishop on g6 is preventing immediate smothered mate by the knight.

White wins with the decoy sacrifice 1 Qxh7+ Bxh7 2 Nf7 mate.DEADLY CHECKMATE 5SemiSmothered MateThe forgotten mateBecause the ‘Philidor’s Legacy’ mate (Deadly Checkmate 4)
is so well known, some related formations have been rather overlooked.In a semi-smothered
mate, the defending king is only partially hemmed in by its own pieces. The most common form

(as in the normal Smothered Mate) features a preliminary thunderbolt of a queen sacrifice to

eliminate a flight square. This is followed by checkmate with the knight.These semi-smothered
hybrids are rarer and less well known than the normal smothered mates, and even master-

strength players have been trapped by them.DEADLY CHECKMATE 5Typical Pattern for SemiSmothered Mate26a) White movesThe white queen is sacrificed with 1 Qh7+. Black is forced to

reply 1...Nxh7 (26b) (as White’s knight on f8 covers the queen and prevents ...Kxh7).DEADLY
CHECKMATE 5Typical Pattern for Semi-Smothered Mate26b) White movesNow that Black has

had to self-block his own h7-square, White plays 2 Ng6 checkmate. Note how the white bishop

on e6 controls the g8-square.DEADLY CHECKMATE 5Semi-Smothered Mate27) Black movesIf
1...Nf2+ White escapes with 2 Rxf2, but does Black have anything better? In fact the startling

1...Qg1+ 2 Rxg1 Nf2 is a typical semi-smothered mate.DEADLY CHECKMATE 5SemiSmothered Mate28) Black movesThe white bishop has just moved to f1, in order to eject the

black queen from h3. Instead of retreating, Black plays 1...Ng4 2 Bxh3 Nxf2 checkmate.DEADLY
CHECKMATE 5Semi-Smothered Mate29a) White movesAfter 1 Ng6+ Black must allow the

double check 1...Kh7 2 Nf8++, but assumes that after 2...Kh8 (29b) White will repeat moves with
another

knight

check.DEADLY

CHECKMATE

5Semi-Smothered

Mate29b)

White

movesHowever, the white bishop raking the a2-g8 diagonal signals the possibility of semi-

smothered mate. White forces mate: 3 Qh7+ Nxh7 4 Ng6.DEADLY CHECKMATE 6Single Rook
Sacrifice on h8Impress your friends with this nifty decoy sacrificeThis concept is simple and yet
dramatic: White’s rook is sacrificed on the empty h8-square. The idea is that when Black

captures, the white queen can enter the attack, either coming to the h-file with gain of time, or

mating immediately on h7.The single rook sacrifice on h8 is always either (or both):1) a decoy
sacrifice, where the black king is lured onto a square it most definitely does not want to be on;2)

a vacating sacrifice, where the white rook is sacrificed to clear a square for the white
queen.These are bread-and-butter tactical themes for the bold attacking player.DEADLY

CHECKMATE 6Typical Pattern for the Single Rook Sacrifice on h830a) White movesAfter 1

Rh8+! Black can accept the rook sacrifice in two ways. 1...Kxh8 2 Qh1+ Kg8 3 Qh7 is mate, so

Black captures with 1...Bxh8 (30b).DEADLY CHECKMATE 6Typical Pattern for the Single Rook
Sacrifice on h830b) White movesWith 2 Qh1 the white queen moves to the square vacated by
the rook last move. Black cannot prevent mate, e.g. 2...Rfc8 3 Qh7+ Kf8 4 Qxh8.DEADLY
CHECKMATE 6Single Rook Sacrifice on h831) White movesIf 1 Qh7+ the black king can safely

move to f8 or f7, so White inserts the killer decoy sacrifice 1 Rh8+. After 1...Kxh8 comes 2 Qh7

checkmate.DEADLY CHECKMATE 6Single Rook Sacrifice on h832) White movesHere White is
a piece down. However, he swoops in to turn the tables with exactly the same rook decoy idea: 1

Rh8+ Kxh8 2 Qh7 mate.DEADLY CHECKMATE 6Single Rook Sacrifice on h833a) White
movesIn this extended version, the move-order is important. After 1 Rh8+! Kxh8 2 Qh1+ Kg8

White now liquidates an important defender with 3 Bxf6 (33b).DEADLY CHECKMATE 6Single
Rook Sacrifice on h833b) Black movesBlack is lost whatever he plays! White’s threat is 4 Qh7+

Kf8 5 Qh8 checkmate, and 3...g6 fails to 4 Qh8 checkmate. A delightful concept.DEADLY
CHECKMATE 7Double Rook Sacrifice on h8‘Double, double, toil and trouble; now his h-file’s

vulnerubble’If the h-file is open (i.e. cleared of pawns) conditions are perfect for a direct attack

with the heavy artillery of the chessboard – the queen and rooks. In such circumstances always
consider if it is possible either to double your rooks or to double up with queen and rook. If so,

the h-file is transformed into a virtual freeway leading directly to your opponent’s king.Once in

place, the heavy pieces represent a mighty attacking force. Depending on which kingside
formation Black has adopted, there remains the question of how to smash down the defensive

fortress. This can require real determination when Black has a fianchettoed bishop on g7 (one of

the most solid defensive structures), and the various methods are well worth learning.DEADLY
CHECKMATE 7Typical Pattern for the Double Rook Sacrifice on h834a) White movesThe rooks

are nicely doubled on the h-file – but Black’s bishop on g7 stops the white queen joining the

attack. There follows 1 Rh8+ Bxh8 2 Rxh8+ (34b).DEADLY CHECKMATE 7Typical Pattern for
the Double Rook Sacrifice on h834b) Black movesAt the cost of two rooks the black bishop has
been eliminated. 2...Kxh8 3 Qh6+ Kg8 4 Bxf6 leaves Black facing unstoppable mate by

Qh8.DEADLY CHECKMATE 7Double Rook Sacrifice on h835a) White movesThe stunning 1
Rh8+! is again aimed at eliminating the g7-bishop. Then 1...Bxh8 2 Rxh8+ Kg7! (35b) is the best

try (as 2...Kxh8 loses to 3 Bf6+ Kg8 4 Qh2).DEADLY CHECKMATE 7Double Rook Sacrifice on

h835b) White movesThe combination continues with a further rook decoy sacrifice: 3 Rh7+!
Kxh7 (3...Kf8 4 Bf6) 4 Qh2+ Kg7 (4...Kg8 5 Bf6) 5 Qh6+ Kg8 6 Bf6 forces mate.DEADLY

CHECKMATE 7Double Rook Sacrifice on h836a) White movesOnce again, both white rooks are

sacrificed for a single tempo. With 1 Rh8+ Bxh8 2 Rxh8+ Kxh8 (36b), Black’s king is decoyed

onto the h-file.DEADLY CHECKMATE 7Double Rook Sacrifice on h836b) White movesNow
comes yet another forcing move: 3 Qh2+ (with check), and Black still has no time to defend.
3...Kg8 and 3...Kg7 are both met by 4 Qh7 checkmate.
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Bill Brock, “Great for adults, too!. I am a US Chess expert who teaches as a volunteer for the

Chicago Chess Center, and I often (sheepishly) give a copy of this book to my ADULT students
after their first lesson.Why? Illustrations aside, it's a wonderful book for teaching the most

common checkmating patterns. Recognizing these patterns is only a small part of the tactical
competency that beginners need to acquire in order to become strong amateurs. But it's an

essential component, the exercises are beautiful (not boring) and fun. Because checkmate is

our goal, we can make forcing moves that would otherwise be ridiculous if they didn't achieve
our goal. Hey, checkmate ends the game.Many experienced adult players at the Class D level
(competent tournament players) will be able to solve 60% of the exercises on sight. But most of

these players can progress to solving 95%+ on sight. That's meaningful progress!This is NOT AT
ALL the best book for absolute beginners. Chess for Children (co-authored by Chandler & Helen
Milligan) fits that bill, and Coakley's WInning Chess Strategy for Kids is a great second book.

(The more absolute beginner books a beginner reads—or works through with a parent or coach

—the better!) Most young players probably shouldn't read it until they've been playing for at least
six months (your mileage may vary). But it is a great book for those who are ready for it.Tactics is

of course much more than mating combinations, but there's a lot to learn about mating
combinations themselves. Henkin's 1000 Checkmate Combinations and Reinfeld's 1001 Brilliant
Ways to Checkmate are both good follow-ups to Chandler.”

YankeesBabe83, “Really good choice for new chess players. Really fun Chess book for kiddos

new and learning chess. My oldest son has Aspergers (a type of Autism) and because of this,
social interactions can be difficult. One of his teachers introduced him to chess a couple months

ago and he instantly fell in love. He wants to play ALL the time which lead us to joining a chess

club. I told his teacher I had recently got amazon prime and asked if there were any books I
could get him so that he could keep up with his Chess club buds... The book he had suggested
was sold out or the seller just wasn't carrying hard copies anymore, just digital.. but then I saw

this one and bought it on a whim. It turned out to be a fantastic choice because his chess game
has improved so much and he's even able to beat some of the senior members of his chess

club! The book has a ton of pictures in it, not just text explaining moves. That's important

because not everyone learns or take in information the same way.This is definitely one of those

cases where you "can't judge a book by it's cover" because the Art on the cover is a bit cheesy.
Honestly, I think the author may want to rethink it and give the cover a little reboot. It's not really a
known children's chess book and I really think it's because people are being discouraged to pick

it up and look at it. Again, I know you shouldn't judge a book that way, but it's sometimes hard

not too. The cover is what you see first and could be the deciding factor.I did love the tittle, I
thought I will mention how much of a kick his dad got out of that!”

Joe, “Excellent book for chess improvers age 12 and up.. Some (or maybe a lot of) chess books

for kids are written at a level more appropriate for teens or adult improvers, but with cartoons
added. I think this is one of them. Kids develop abilities such as logic, calculation, decision
making, risk, consequences, concepts, reasoning (etc.) at different ages. I think this is a great

book for any teen or older who already knows basic rules of chess and how the pieces move

and seeks to improve their game through pattern recognition. I bought this book for me, and I'm
in my 50's.”

Treetown, “Great book for the beginner of all ages - not just kids.. A classic book - don't let the
title and cartoony image on the cover fool you. It teaches new players especially kids how to get

better - numerous diagrams and clearly written it is terrific. Even adults and older kids would
benefit because the fundamental ideas are well presented. The emphasis is on recognition of
basic tactics - after all that is the funnest part of the game for new players.”

Albert C. Doyle, “Breezy, fun, not much strategy or tactics, but a solid intro for kids and refresher

for grown-ups. This is fun for grown-ups like me who were sharp from grade-school through
college, then didn't play for a long time, and have now come back to the game as they play

against kids between grade school through college. It will remind you of a few clever strategies

you've forgotten, and certainly give you a heads-up as to traps those whippersnappers might be
laying for you. Of course, you can share it with children....if you don't want to beat them like a

rug! As some commenters have said, it's more a compilation of checkmates than a true tactical/
strategic guide, but that's not completely true. There are useful little sections, with titles such as

"what do I do if Dad DOESN'T castle?", or how to turn Legall's Mate into at least Legall's Trap,
e.g.But sure, it's a compilation of checkmates, and each chapter is a cute name for a different
mating pattern. Nothing wrong with that. The writing is breezy. It's just a fun little book, for a kid
that's beyond novice level, or a grown-up polishing up a rusty game.”

Ebook Tops_mom, “Really good!. My son (7) loves this book. It's technical but he loves playing
chess and this is a great book for him learn more about chess. It's not a beginners book. He is

passionate about learning so he wants to read it every night. I would say it's boring if you are not
interested in chess because it shows multiple ways to check.”

Alfred Barclay, “Very useful for beginner or average player.. I played a lot of club chess in my

teens, but very seldom since then (73 now). My son plays regularly on the GameKnot web site,
and occasionally challenges me to a game. Pleased to say that I usually win the games against
him, as he is not used to playing the game over the board in real time, so I bought this book for
his Christmas (He’s over 50!!)”

JonWH, “Excellent book , but..... The but refers to the title...I learnt to play as a teenager. Aged
15 to 17, for a couple of years I had a mate I played against regularly. We played different styles ,

but about the same standard. We would have both loved this book then. I have recently returned
to chess, and although I can develop a good position find In some situations I am lost for ideas

for an effective attacking plan and I get frustrated when I get stung by an aggressive player. This
book looks to be very promising for me now. It is not a suitable book to teach a child to play. It is
suitable for someone who has mastered basic end game techniques maybe has two or three
basic openings they use and has learnt how to develop a defensive position but now wants to be

a more effective attacking player and also wants to be more effective at avoiding falling into

checkmate traps. This book deserves 5 stars because if that is what you are after this book does
it very well. No long sequences of moves, no big paragraphs of text. It has clear ideas, with the

right number of examples to see each idea in action in real games. Also a bonus that the ideas

are tested at the end of the book in a really effective way. I am determined not to cheat and look

back. I feel this book is not heavy on theory, but will make me a better chess thinker and a more
effective aggressive player.”

s, “Quality book. This book is decent for learning some simple mating patterns for beginners. It

was also very cheap when I bought it (£3 for a hardcover) so it was really a steal.Adults can
definitely learn from this too. It is probably a bit too easy for intermediate/advanced players but
you might still get some utility out of some of the patterns and can help you with finding mates.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good book, Only problem is that 'my dad' now .... Good book,Only
problem is that 'my dad' now deceased, was a great chess player that used to win

competitions.So you can see my concerns, there is an assumption that the author could have
out smarted him !P.S. anybody know a good Medium, so I can put it to the test ?”

The book by Murray Chandler has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 900 people have provided feedback.
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